Let (R,m) be a local ring. Assume that R = A/I, where (A,n) is a regular local ring and / ç n2 is an ideal. The depth of the symmetric algebra S(m ) of m over R is computed in terms of the depth of the associated graded module gr"(7) and the so-called "strong socle condition." Explicit results are obtained, for instance, if / is generated by a super-regular sequence, if / has a linear resolution or if / has projective dimension one.
Introduction. In recent years the symmetric algebra S(I) of an ideal / and some related algebras, such as the Rees algebra a?(I) of /, or the associated graded ring gr,(R) of /, have been studied very extensively. One central problem always has been to give reasonable conditions for one of these algebras to be Cohen-Macaulay. As it turned out, the symmetric algebra has a strong tendency not to be CohenMacaulay. For instance, if we consider the symmetric algebra S(m) of the maximal ideal of a Cohen-Macaulay local ring (R, m) of positive dimension, Rossi [11] has shown that S( m ) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if R is an abstract hypersurface ring; in other words, S(m) is almost never Cohen-Macaulay. One reason for this behavior of the symmetric algebra seems to be the fact that its dimension compared with the one of R may be much higher. In their paper [7] Huneke and Rossi succeeded in giving a very explicit formula for the dimension dimS(M) of the symmetric algebra of a module M. Applied to the above situation one finds that dim 5(111) = embedding dimension of R, provided R is not regular. (If R is regular, then dimS(rrt) = dim/? + 1.) It follows from a result in the same paper [7] that depth 5(m) < dim/? + 1. Here the gap between depth and dimension becomes apparent. Unfortunately the bound depth S(m) < depth R + 1 is not true in general if R is not Cohen-Macaulay, see the remark after (2.12) .
The main theme of the paper actually will be to compute or to estimate the depth of 5(m) for a Noetherian local ring (R, m), in the range up to depth R + 1. We shall see that depth S(rrt) is a much more sensitive invariant of S^rrt) than its dimension.
Before going into a detailed description of our paper we just quote two of our results to give an impression of how delicate depth S( m ) behaves.
In (3.7) we give an example of a two-dimensional complete intersection domain (R, m) for which depth S(m) = 0. On the other hand, we show in (5.1) that if (R, m) is a quotient of a regular local ring by a super-regular sequence, then depth R < depth S( m ) < depth R + 1.
Even though, in both cases, R is a complete intersection, depth S( m ) behaves quite differently. The reason for this feature is that depth S(m) reflects more the algebraic nature of grm(Ä) than the one of R itself.
Throughout the paper we deal with the following situation: (A, n) is a regular local ring with an infinite residue class field k, and R = A/I is the local ring with maximal ideal m and depth d, where / £ rt2 is an ideal in A. The crucial idea of the paper is the observation that grn(/) = © > Inp/Inp+i sits inside S(m) as a graded submodule. In fact, we notice in (2.2) that S(rrt)= © >Qnp/Inp~L, so Inp/Inp+1 £ np+2/Inp+1 for all p > 0. Thus we get a canonical embedding grn(/)(-2) -» S(n). This embedding relates the depth of S(m) with the depth of grn(/). The advantage of this comparison is that depth grn (7) is much more accessible than depth 5(111). In §1 we collect some generalities on nitrations, graded rings, and modules that will be used in the paper.
The main theorem (2.13) in the paper-the comparison of depth grn (7) (7) is not the only measure. The other ingredient that determines whether depth S(m) > d + 1 is given by the so-called "strong socle condition." The ring R = A/I is said to have a t-strong socle if In': n £ /. R is said to have strong socle if it has a 1-strong socle.
Suppose R has a strong socle, and let x e A be an element that corresponds to a nonzero element of the socle of R. Then xn £ /, but xí/.
This explains the terminology "strong socle."
In the third part of our main theorem we roughly show this: (c) depth S(m) > d + 1 if and only if depth grn(/) > d + 1 and there exists a "nice" regular sequence xx,...,xd in R such that R/(xx,..., xd) has a ¿-strong socle. The attribute "nice" has an explicit technical meaning which we do not want to explain now. The definition is given in §2.
The use of the theorem obviously depends on the ability to compute depth grn(7) and to check the strong socle condition. The depth of grn (7) is studied in §3. If M is a finitely generated module over the regular local ring (A, n) with a stable n-filtration &, then gr^(M) is a graded P-module, where P = grn(A). For the Betti numbers of M and gr^M) one easily proves /?,(gr^(Ai)) > /?,(M) for every i > 0.
It follows that depth gr^(Af ) < depth M. In particular, if / is an ideal, then depth grn(/) <</+!.
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We call M of homogeneous type if y8,(M) = /?,(grn(Af )) for every i 3* 0. In connection with our main theorem (2.3) it is interesting to know when / is of homogeneous type, since then depth grn(/) = d + 1, and depth S(m) > d.
There are two interesting classes of ideals which are of homogeneous type: (1) ideals which have a linear resolution; (2) ideals generated by super-regular sequences, see (3.6) . To prove (2) we use a splitting theorem (3.5) for grn (7) : If / = J + K for some ideals J and K, and if / n n' = Jn'~v(K) + 1 for all t > 0, then grn(/) = grn(J) © grn(///).
This theorem provides in many cases an inductive procedure for calculating grn (7) . We conclude §3 by explicitly discussing gr"(/) when the homological dimension of / is 1.
§4 is devoted to studying the strong socle condition. Here we assume that (A, n) is a regular local ring, and R = A/I is of depth 0, where / £ n2. It is clear from the definition that R has a i-strong socle for t » 0. A lower bound for such a t can be given quite generally in terms of invariants of R and /. A very precise statement can be made for an ideal / generated by a super-regular sequence fx,...,fn.
Let v¡ be the value of f¡ with respect to the n-adic filtration. We may assume that vx ^ v2 • ■ • > vn. In (4.7) we show that R = A/I has a i-strong socle if and only if t > E"= 2 v,■ -n + 2. It follows from this estimate that such a ring can have a strong socle only if / is principal. Surprisingly we even can show that a Gorenstein ring has a strong socle if and only if it is a hypersurface ring; see (4.13) . Quite to the contrary R has always a strong socle if / has a linear resolution, as we show in (4.14). Again, if the homological dimension of / is 1, the picture becomes clear. Here we can show the following conditions to be equivalent (4.18): (1) R has a strong socle and is of homogeneous type. (2) J has a linear resolution.
In the last section ( §5) we apply the results proved before to compute depth S( m ) for some classes of local rings. As before we get a complete answer if / is generated by a super-regular sequence or if / has a linear resolution. In the first case Here the defining ideal / is of homological dimension 1. We can show that 1 < depth S( m ) < 2, and we are able to give necessary and sufficient numerical conditions for the equality depth S(m) = 2.
The authors want to thank A. Simis and W. V. Vasconcelos for many stimulating discussions in connection with this paper.
1. Preliminaries on filtered modules. (1.1) Let (A, n) be a Noetherian local ring and M a finitely generated /l-module. We say, accordingly to [1] , that a filtration J«r= {&pM}p>0on M is an n-filtration if n J^M £ ^p+xM for all p > 0, and a stable n-filtration if nJ^M = &P+XM for all sufficiently large p.
In the following a filtered A-module will be always an v4-module together with a stable n-filtration &.
A typical example of a stable n-filtration is the n-adic filtration which is defined as follows: &pM = npM, p > 0.
Given a filtered A -module M we may consider the module gr^Af) = ® xi^pM/^p + iM), which has a natural structure of a grn(,4)-module, where we use the convention that, if & is the n-adic filtration, we simply write grn(M) instead of grjr(M).
(1.2) If M is a filtered ,4-module and m e M, we denote by ty(m) the largest integer /? such that m ei^M.
We have i^(m) < oo, and we denote by m* the residue class of m in J^M/J^+1M
and call it the ^-initial form of m. Further, if N is a submodule of a filtered A -module M, we get induced natural filtrations on N and M/N which are again stable n-filtrations: !F N = N n J^Af and &p(M/N) = (J^A/ + JV)/W.
The graded module of N with respect to the induced filtration will be denoted simply by N*. In fact, it is clear that N* is the submodule of gr^(M) generated over F is exact and / and g are strict morphisms. Thus if TV is a submodule of M, using the fact that the embedding ;': N -» M and the projection p: M -» M/N are strict morphisms with respect to the induced filtrations, we get that gr^M/N) = grjr(A/)/Af*. As a further consequence of the above result, we get that a morphism f: M -> N of filtered modules is strict if and only if the canonical embedding (Ker/)* -* Ker gr( / ) is an isomorphism.
(1.5) A system of elements xx,...,xn e M is called an ^standard base of M if gr^(M) is generated over %f"(A) by xf,..., xj. It is easy to prove that any standard base of M is a system of generators of M. Let <p: As -> M be a free presentation of the filtered ,4-module A/, and let ex,...,es be the natural basis of As. If x, = <jp(e,), then jc1;...,xä is a system of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use generators of M. Let d,-= ty(x,-) and !FpAs = ®*=xnp~v'ei; then gr^^l*) = ©:s=.gr,3r( A )(-Vj) and since np~"'(^-M) £ J^Af, <p is a morphism of filtered modules such that gr(<p)(e*) = x*. Also, <p is strict if and only if &pM = E"=1 np~"'xi for all p > 0. It follows that xlt...,x"
is an ^standard base of M if and only if gr(<p) is surjective, which is equivalent to saying that qp is a strict morphism or that (Kerrp)* = Ker(gr(m)).
(1.6) If M is a filtered ,4-module, we denote by depth gr^(Af) the number grade( n*, gr^(M)) (note that n* is the irrelevant ideal of grn(^4)).
If the residue field A/n is infinite and depth gr^(A/) > 0, then we can find an element y e n, y <£ n2, such that y* is gr^r(A/)-regular. / (1. In particular, the last equality holds if y* is gr^(Af )-regular.
The proofs of all these facts are standard or can be found in [9, §1] . Further, let ¿%A(n) = © >Qnp = A[nT] be the Rees algebra of n over A, and jV= (it, !MA(n)+) is its irrelevant ideal.
In the following, if M is a module over a commutative ring P and x e M, then x denotes the corresponding 1-form of x in SP(M). If N is a submodule of M, Ñ denotes the ideal of SP(M) generated by x, x e N. Lemma (2.1). Let I £ J be ideals of a commutative ring P. Proof. The proof of (a) follows from the universal properties of the symmetric algebra (see [11] ), while (b) and (c) are trivial consequences of (a). Proof. Since n is generated by a regular sequence, we have @A(n) = SA(n); hence the conclusion follows by the above lemma.
Remark. The above result shows that S(m) has a natural structure of a graded module over @A(n): If a g n and a = b g np/Inp~\ then (aT)a = ab g np+l/Inp. Of course, this means that if x = a G R = A/I, then (aT)a = xa.
Let us consider the associated graded module grn(/); then grn(7) has a natural structure of a graded grn(/l)-module. Since grn(A) = ¿%A(n) <8>A(A/n), grn(7) can be considered also as a graded module over &A(n). But / £ n2, hence we have inclusions Inp/Inp+1 £ np+2/Inp+1; thus we get a canonical embedding grn(/)(-2)£5(m).
In the following we shall consider the >^depth of these algebras and denote it simply by depth. It is clear that grade ( Jf, grn(/)) = grade ( n*, grn(/)). = /n'n/n'+1 =/n'+1. Conversely, we have In : n = /, and if t > 1, using induction on t, we get /n':n £ /n'_1:n = In'~2; hence 7n':n = In'~2 n (7n':n) = In'-1 (t-2> 0). Conversely, if depth R > 0, then I:n = I; hence In : n = /; we apply (c) and get the conclusion.
(e) If k = 0 or 1, the conclusion follows by (c) and (d). Let k > 2 and t > k; then 7n':n £ Ink: n £ /.Now if 0 <;'< í -2 and /n': n £ /n7, then /n':n £ InJ n (InJ+2: n) = /n' + 1. This proves In': n = In1'1, as required.
Example. Let (A, n) be a regular local ring of dimension n and n = (ax,...,an). Let X be an « X (n + l)-matrix such that xiX = a, and xtj g n2 for all / and for all j > 2. If / is the ideal generated by the maximal minors of X, which we call fu ■• •*/»+!» and if we assume that /j is part of a minimal base of /, then fx € In.
But for all / = 1,...,« we have Hffixyfj = 0, which implies nfx £ In2; hence /, g / n (/n2:n).
By the above proposition we get depth grn(7) = 0 and also depth S( m ) = 0. It is clear that we can choose A and X in such a way that R = A/I is Cohen-Macaulay of arbitrary large dimension. Now recall that we have a natural mapping X : S( m ) + -» S( m ) which is called the "downgrading" homomorphism and is defined as follows: An element bx ■ ■ ■ bt+x in S(m),+i is mapped to the element bx(b2 ■ • ■ bt+x) in 5(m),. It is clear that it does not matter which element is pulled out of the pack; it follows that X is a homomorphism of S(m)-modules. Further, it is easy to see that Ker X = grn(/) (-2) and X(S(m) + ) = mS(m). where the last equality is a consequence of the fact that yx is a regular element modulo /, hence / + (yx)/(yx) = /// n (^) = 7/y,/. We denote by ~ the reduction modulo (^j). Then A is a regular local ring, and 7 = / + (yx)/(yx) an ideal contained in n2 such that A/I has depth a" -1 > A: -1; further, depth gr"(7) = depth grn(/)-l^A:-l. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, we get elements y2,...,yk e ft with all the required properties. It is clear that yx,...,yk are precisely the elements we seek.
Definition. Let yx,...,yk be elements in n with properties ( It is clear that iî xx,...,xk is a nice regular sequence in R, then x2,...,xk is a nice regular sequence in R/(xx) = A/(yx)/(I + (yx)/(yx)).
In the following, if x is a nice regular sequence in R, say x = y + I, then we denote by " the reduction modulo (y). Hence, A = A/(y) is still a regular local ring, 1=1 + (y)/(y) £ ñ2, R/(x) = I/I and m/(x) = Ft//. Further, grn(7) = gr"(/)/>'*grn(/); hence> dePth grn(/) = depth gr" (7) Proof. If xx is not a regular element in S(m) and p is the smallest integer such that there exists a & S(m)p, a * 0, with xxa = 0, then 0 = X(xxa) = xxa, which implies p > 1, since xx is a regular element in R. Then we get 0 = X(jcxa) = xxX(a); hence X(a) = 0 by the minimality of p. Thus, a G Ker X = grn(/) and xxa = jfa = 0, a contradiction.
If k = 1, the proof is complete; if not, we can argue by induction on k. Let k > 1; since xx is a regular element in R, we have an exact sequence
Let / be any integer, 2 < i < k; we know that the images of x2,..., xk in Ä/(x,) form a nice regular sequence in R/(xx); hence, by the inductive assumption, the elements y2T, y3T -y2,..., y,T -y¡_x form a regular sequence on S(m/(xx)).
If we consider the Koszul complex with respect to the elements y2T -yx, y3T -y2,..., y¡T -y¡_x, from the above exact sequence we get an exact sequence
Since R is considered as a graded module concentrated in degree 0 and R/(xx) = (<4/(yi))/(I + (y\)/(yù\ the action of y2T -yx,..., y,T -y¡_x on R (respectively on S(m/(xx))) is the same as the action of yx,...,yt_x (respectively y2T, y3T-y2,...,y<T-y,_x).
This proves that Hx(y; R) = Hx(y; S(m/(xx))) = 0; hence Hx(y; S(rrt)/(x1)) = 0. Since this is true for any / = 2,..., k, we conclude that y2T -yx,..., ykT -yk_x is a regular sequence on S(m)/(xx); hence xx, x2 -xx,..., xk -xk_x is a regular sequence in S(m).
Remark. (1) We can show that the converse of (2.5) holds as well, but since we do not use this fact here, we skip the proof. Proof. Induction on d, the case d = 1 being a consequence of the fact that xx is a regular element in R. Let ¿/ > 1 and a g 5(m) such that aJtcz, J. We have J £ (x^x,, 3c2, x3 -x2,...,xdxd_x); on the other hand, the images of x2,..., xd in R/(xx) form a nice regular sequence and depth grn(7) = d = depth^/^)) + 1. It follows, by the inductive assumption, that a G (xx, xx,x2,x3 -x2,... ,xdXj_x) + S(m)>d_x. Thus we may assume a = cxx + ß + y, where c g R, jSe S(m)d_x and y G S(m)>d. Now we have xda G 7; hence cxxxd + ßxd + yxd G J. Since ¿ßxj = xxXä~l(ß) mod / and, by Lemma (2.6), yx^ g /, we get xx{cxd + \d-\ß))^J; hence, by Proposition (2.7), Xd~l(ß) G (xx,...,jc^.Now let L be the homogeneous ideal in S( m ) generated by xx,. ..,xd, xx,...,xd; then L = a + a and \d~1(ß) g L.
For every x g m we have xa, ia G 7; hence xa, xa G L. This implies xß, xß g L; therefore ß g L :^#. We claim that ß g L. Let ~ denote reduction modulo (yx,..., yd); we have KerX = grfl(7) £ SÄ/0(m/a) = SR(m)/L. Therefore the assumption depth gr"(7) > 0 can be rewritten as (L:J() n X_1(L) £ L. Now it is clear that X(L+) £ L; hence, since ¿8 g L:J(, we get Xy(yS) g L:J( for every ; = l,...,dl.ThuswehaveXi/-2(yß)G(L:^')nX-1(7)£ 7; hence Xd-3(j8) g (L:J() n X_1(7) £ 7, and so on. Eventually we get ß g (L:Jf) n X_1(7) £ 7, and the claim is proved. By using Lemma (2.6)(b) and (c), we get ß = xxb mod /, with b g R. Hence, a = xxl + y mod/, with I e R,y e S(m)>d. But xda G J; hencexdxxl + xdy G J, which implies xdl&J : xx = (xx,...,xd_x). Therefore / e (xx,...,xd_x); hence R xxl G J. Accordingly a = y mod /, and the proposition is proved. The next three propositions show the close connection between depth S(m) and depth grn(/). This is the raison d'être of the entire paper.
Proposition (2.9). //depth S(m) < d, then depth grn (7) Proposition (2.12). depth grn(/) < d + 1.
Proof. If d = 0 and depth grn(/) > 0, let y g n, y £ n2, such that y* is gr"(/)-regular; hence grn(/)/y*grn(/) = grn/(v)(l/yl). Since depth(A/I) = 0, let x £ / such that n = I:x; then xy G /, jcy £ >»/ and xyn £ yl. This proves that depth(//y/) = 0; hence depth grn/(v)(//y/) = 0, which implies depth grn(7) = 1. If d > 0 and depth grn(/) > 0, we can find a nice regular sequence x in R. Then depth(R/(x)) -d -1; hence we can apply the inductive hypothesis to get depth grn(/) = 1 + depth grn(7) < d+ 1.
Remark. If R is Cohen-Macaulay, one can prove, using a result of Huneke and Rossi (see [7] ), that depth S(m) < d + 1. Since depth grn(7) = 1 > 0, the conclusion follows by Proposition (2.3)(a) and (e).
from which we get depth / = d + 1 and h.d.A(I) = n -d -1. Since we want to compute depth grn(/), we need to compare minimal free resolutions of / and of grn(/), respectively.
The following result, due to L. Robbiano (see [8] ), is the starting point of our investigation. We insert here a proof for the sake of completeness.
In the following, if F is a finitely generated free ^-module with basis ex,..., es and ax,...,as are nonnegative integers, we define ¿FF = ®.np~a'ei for every p > 0 (as usual we let n' = A for t < 0). It is clear that J*" is a stable n-filtration and gT^(F) = © P(-a¡). We call the above filtration a special filtration on F. If (F., 8.) is a complex of finitely generated free ^-modules, a special filtration on F. is a special filtration on each F¡, that makes (F., 3.) a filtered complex. If F is a special filtration on F., then gr^-(F.) is a homogeneous complex of free P-modules. (2) Let / be an ideal generated by a super-regular sequence in the regular local ring A. This means that I = (fx,..., fr), where fx,...,fr is a regular sequence and an n-standard base of /; equivalently, /f, ...,f* is a regular sequence in P = grn(yl) (see [14] ). Then R = A/I is of homogeneous type.
More examples of modules of homogeneous type can be given by using the following easy lemma.
Lemma (3.3). Let (A, n) be any local ring and I an ideal such that I has an n-standard base fx,...,/.
of equimultiple elements of degree g; then grn(/)(-g) = I*.
Proof. We have (/*), = (/ n n') + n'+1/n'+1 = / n n'/I n n'+1
With the notations as in Example (1), let / be generated by homogeneous elements of the same degree g. Then we have ß:(I) = ß,(/) = ß,(/*) = ß,(grn(/)); it follows that / is an A -module of homogeneous type.
Consider the ring R = kit19, t26, t3\ t40} = k{X, Y, Z, T\/I. One can prove that / is generated by five elements which form an equimultiple n-standard base for /, but / is not of homogeneous type.
We want to mention the paper of M. Brundu [2] , where some interesting results are proven on ideals which have a standard base of equimultiple elements.
(4) Let M be a finitely generated /1-module with minimal free resolution (F., 3.). We define on F. the special filtration FpFi = np~'F¡ for all p and /'. M is said to have a linear resolution if gr^(F.) is acyclic. In this case the module M is of homogeneous type.
Modules with linear resolution have been extensively studied (see for example [6, 13, 
0^ ©P(-A + l)-» •■• -> ©P(-l)-» ©P-»grn(/)-»0.
This proves that / has a linear resolution. Next we want to produce some more examples of ideals which are of homogeneous type. We start with the following easy result.
Proposition
(3.4). // the ideal I can be generated by two elements, then it is of homogeneous type.
Proof. If / is principal, then / = A; hence gr"(/) = g*n(A) = P. If / is minimally generated by x and y, we can write x = da, y = db with (a, b) = 1. Hence, g f we have a minimal free resolution 0 -> A -* A2 -* I -* 0. Let FpA2 = © npe¡, a = (b, -a) and v = iv(a); if we let FpA = np~"A, it is clear that / and g are strict morphisms; hence the conclusion follows. If we pass to consider ideals with more than two generators, then they are not necessarily of homogeneous type. More, we have seen in the example following Proposition (2.3) that it is possible that depth grn(/) = 0.
However, if we restrict ourselves to an ideal / generated by a super-regular sequence, then we can prove that / is of homogeneous type; hence depth grn(/) = d+ 1.
We need the following splitting result for gr"(/), where, if K is an ideal of a local ring (A,n), we put v(K) = minf^K{vn(f)}. Theorem (3.5). Let (A,n) be any local ring and I an ideal in A such that I = J + K for some ideals J and K. If J n n' £ Jn'-"(K)+1 for all t > 0, then we is an n//-standard base of ///. By [9, Theorem (2.2) and Corollary (2.
3)], it is enough to prove that v¡ = vn/J(f¡) for / = 1,..., k. But if we put v = v¡ and assume f¡ G n"+1 + /, then f¡ = g + c with g g n,,+1, c G /; this implies / -c g n' + ' n (/, /,) £ /n + /, which gives the contradiction / g /.
Using the claim, we can apply Lemma (3.3) to infer that gr"(///) = (///)* = /*//*. Now we must compute the Betti numbers over P of /*//*. We can consider the Koszul resolution of P/J* and P/I*, respectively; it is clear that we have a canonical embedding which is a morphism of complexes. The associated Coker complex is a complex of free P-modules which gives us a resolution of /*//* over P. 
The following example shows that, if in the above theorem we delete the "super" condition on the regular sequence fx,..., f" not only is / not of homogeneous type, but depth grn(/) can be zero. it follows that depth grn(/) = 0. The ideal / is a prime ideal; this has been verified using algorithms by Buchberger, Gröbner and T. Mora, with the aid of the "SAC-2," Gröbner basis package; see [4] . Thus we have proved that if <p:A3 -» K = Ker / is the free presentation of K given by <p(e,) = a,, then Ker gr(tp) = (y*, -x*,0)P, where we define FpA3 = ©u''"'''if,.and FpK= Kn npA3. Now (y, -x, -1) g Ker <p, and v(y) + vx = v(x) + v2 < 0 + v3; this implies that (y, -x, -1)* = (y*, -x*,0). According to (1.5) we get gr"(/) = P3/\Z3=xa*P; hence we can easily get a free /-resolution of gr"(/): 0 -> / -» P3 -» P3 -+ gr"(/) -* 0.
The conclusion follows.
We remark that one may apply Proposition (3.9) in each of the following situations:
(1)an = al2.
(2) an and al2 form a super-regular sequence in A. On the other hand, the following example shows that the result is not true in general.
Example. Let A = k\X, Y, Z,TX,..., Td_x\ and / be the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrix 'at-z3 A"2
Then / = (fx = X2Y5, f2 = XYZ6 -Z9, f3 = Y5Z6); we can apply the splitting theorem, and we get
Now it is easy to check that if gf2 + hfx G n', then g g (n'-10, fx); hence,
But h.d.,, P/(X2, XY, XZ3, Z6) = 3; hence, h.d.,, grn(/) = 3, and depth gr"(/) = d-\. 4 . The strong socle condition. In this section we want to investigate the /-strong socle condition defined in §1. As usual, (A, n) is a regular local ring of dimension n, and / £ n2 an ideal such that depth A/I = 0. If t is a positive integer, we say that the ring R = A/I has a t-strong socle if In' : n £ /. R is said to have a strong socle if it has a 1-strong socle.
It is clear that if R has a /-strong socle then it has a /^-strong socle for any p > t. Also, R has a /-strong socle for t » 0. An upper bound for the least integer / such that R has a f-strong socle is given by the following proposition.
Let y(R) denote the socle of the local ring (R, m). Then y(R) is a k-vector space and, by the Artin-Rees lemma, we have y(R) O m! = (0) for s»0.
We set, by definition, a(R) = sup{s|y(/?) n rnJ # 0}, and, as before, v(I) = minxer{vn(x)}. In general, it is not easy to determine the least integer t for which R has a /-strong socle. But if the ideal / is generated by a super-regular sequence, we can give a complete answer to this question. As a trivial consequence, we get a lower bound for the least integer / such that R has a /-strong socle.
Proposition (4.1). R has a t-strong socle for t > a(R)
In the following we let v = £"_ii>/ -n and w = L"=2vi -n + 1.
Proposition (4.3)
. // /Ae /¿fea/ / « generated by a regular sequence and R has a t-strong socle, then t > m.
Proof. It is enough to show that dn £ In"'; but dxy = £"_i Af,7/, and from this the conclusion follows.
The converse of this result can be proved under special assumptions. Proposition (4.4). Let I be generated by a regular sequence; if n = 2 or vn(d) = v, then R has an (m + l)-strongsocle.
Proof. Let x g /n"' + 1 : n. Then we can write x = E"=1¿>,/, + cd for suitable b¡ and c in A. The conclusion follows if we prove c g rt. For every j = 1,..., n we have
hence ¿ (A,*, + cM,l)f¡ = ¿ ',,/ with rtj g n"' + 1. i-i i=i
In particular, for / = 1,..., n we have A1x/ + cMXj = rXj + Sj, with Sj G (/2,..., fn). Now we can write d = E"_t MXJaXJ; hence we get « /) n Cd= E «u(rly + */ -My) = E al/lj -blfl + E aXJSj.
,/-l 7-1 7 = 1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use = -xx(rX2 + s2 -bxx2) + x2(rxx + sx -bxxx).
Since sx, s2 g (f2), we have cf2 g n''2 + 1 if ein. This is a contradiction to v(f2) = v2. _ Next we consider the matrix M = (ä,y) where a^ e n"rl/n'\ and we put Z) = det M. Then D is a homogeneous element in P = grn(A) of degree u. As in In the case « = 2 we can even delete the condition that fx, f2 is a regular sequence.
Corollary
(4.8). Let I = (af,ag), where f and g are relatively prime and v(f)>v(g)=v*t^-Then R has a t-strong socle if and only if7 > v.
Proof. Let d be chosen as in Proposition (4.2), with respect to the regular sequence (/, g). Then dn £ (/, g)n''_1; hence adn C (af,ag)nl'~l, and of course ad £ (af, ag). This proves that a /-strong socle implies / ^ v.
Conversely, let x G In" : n and y e n be a regular element mod(a) (y does exist since depth A = 2). Then xy g (a) ; hence x = ab for some A g A; for every 5 g n we have xs = aAs G In"; hence ¿zAs = /a/+ pag, I and /> in nr. It follows that bs = If + pg and A G (/, g)n'' : n £ (/, g); this implies xe/as required. One can prove that R has a 4-strong socle as a consequence of the following easy remark. Corollary (4.9) . Let I be generated by a regular sequence; then R has a t-strong socle for t > L"ZX v, -n + 1. Proof. It is clear that (a) implies (b); as for the converse it is enough to prove that 3,(A) g n'+lKi_x implies A G n'K¡ + Ker 3, for every A g #,. Now K gives a linear resolution of the A -module A:. Hence if we let FpKj = np~JKj, then 3, is a strict morphism for every ;'. This is precisely what we need to get the conclusion.
In the following, given a positive integer / and a map /: M -» TV of /1-modules, we say that / is t-good ii f~1(n'+1N) £ nM.
Thus if M is a free module with base ex,...,ek and we put a, = /(e,), then / is /-good if and only if for every / = 1,..., A;, a, Í Ey #, ^4ay + n'+1N. Theorem (4.12) . (a) Ifd¡ is l-goodfor i > 3 andd2 is t-good, then R has a t-strong socle.
(b) // R has a t-strong socle, then dn is t-good.
Proof, (a) Let c g In': n; if c £ /, let a = c g y(Ä) and t g F" ® A: be the corresponding element. By a suitable modification of E"_0g, with a boundary element, we may assume that g" = c(ex A ■ ■ ■ Ae"). By Lemma (4.10) we have g"_, g n'(A""-! ® Fx) + Im(l ® d2). Hence, we get (3"-i® !)(*"-!) = «+(l®¿2)(0) with a g n'+1(K"_2 ® /",) and ß g n(A:"_2 ® F2). This implies (l®¿2)(g"-2-/*)en'+1(K"-2®/i).
Hence, if we prove that g"_2 £ n(K"_2® F2), we get a contradiction to the fact that d2 is /-good.
But, since t + 0, we have g0 £ n(Á^0 ® F"), and we prove by induction on / that if j < n -2 and g, <£ n(f, ® F"_,) then gJ+x £ n(AT/+1 ® F"_y_1). Now dn_j is 1-good. Hence (3y+i ® l)(gy+i) = ±(1 ® dM_y)(g7) í n2(tf, ® F"_y),
which implies g/ + 1 £ n(ÂV+1 ® Fn_j_x) as required.
(b) If g0 e nF" and ¿"(g0) g n'+1F"_x, let r = g0 g F"/nF" and a g y(R) be the corresponding element. We have (dx ® l)(gx) g n'+1Fn_1. Hence, by Lemma (4.11), gx g n'(Kx ® F"_,) + Im(32 ® 1). By a suitable modification of E"_0g/ with a boundary element which can have nonzero components only in degrees one and two, we may assume that gx £ n'(Kx ® F"_x). Hence,
and we can apply the same argument to g2. Eventually we get gn_x g n'(Kll_l ® Fx); by Lemma (4.10), this implies that R does not have a /-strong socle. Remark. It follows from the above theorem that, if h.d. / = 1, then R has a /-strong socle if and only if d2 is /-good. On the other hand, if n = 3 and / is the ideal generated by a regular sequence/!, f2, f3 with v(fx) ^ v2 = v(f2) > v3 = v(f3), we have seen that, if R has a /-strong socle, then / > v2 + v3 -1. But in the Koszul resolution of R, the map d3:A -* A3 is given by d3(l) = (/3,/2,/i); hence c/3 is <j3-good. Nevertheless, R does not have a u3-strong socle.
(4.13). If R = A/I is Gorenstein, then R has a strong socle if and only if I is a principal ideal.
Proof. If / is a principal ideal, it is clear that R has a strong socle. If / is not principal, then n = dim A > 1. Let (F., d.) be a minimal free resolution of R; taking Horn, we get a resolution of Ext"(R,A) = R. Hence, d*(F*_x) £ / £ n2, which implies dn(Fn) £ n2F"_!. This proves that dn is not 1-good; hence the conclusion follows.
(4.14). If I has a linear resolution, then R has a strong socle.
Proof. Let (F., d.) be a minimal free resolution of /; if we put ¿FpFi = np~'Fi, then all the dj are strict morphisms. Hence, if d¡(a) g n2F¡_x, then d¡(a) = df(ß) with ß G Fri + XFI■ = n/;. It follows that a -ß G Kerdi £ n/]; hence a G n/)-.
The converse of the above corollary does not hold. However, if h.d. / = 1 or / has an n-standard base of equimultiple elements, then we have the following complete results.
Lemma (4.15). If R is an A-module of homogeneous type, then y(R)* = y(grn(R)).
Proof. It is clear that y(R)* £ y(gin(R)); further, if y(R) = (ax,...,a,), then y(R)* = (a*,...,a*). Thus, we get dimky(R)* = <timky(R) = ßn(R) = A,(gr"(/{)) = dimAy(grn(/?)).
The assertion follows.
Remark. If y(R) = (ax,...,a,), it is clear that we have a(R) = max,(um(a,)) = max,(dega*). Now if R is an ,4-module of homogeneous type and (F., d.) is a minimal homogeneous P-free resolution of grn(R), we can use Lemma (4.15) and the canonical isomorphism y(grn(R)) = Fn ® k to get a(R) = max ,•{*/"_,-} -n, where d¡ ¡ are the shifts in F.
It follows from Proposition (4.1) that if R is an A-mod\x\e of homogeneous type, then R has a /-strong socle for / > max, {</",} -n -mm.¡{dXJ} + 1.
Proposition
(4.16). If the ideal I is generated by an n-standard base of equimultiple elements of degree g, then the following conditions are equivalent:
( 1 ) R has a strong socle and I is an A -module of homogeneous type.
(2) I has a linear resolution.
Proof. We need only prove that (1) implies (2) . We know that /* = grn(/)(-g); let (F., d.) be a minimal free resolution of / with a given special filtration J^Fy = © np~d"e¡ such that gr^iF.) is a homogeneous P-resolution of grn(/). Then we get a P-free homogeneous resolution of grn(R):
It is clear that, for every ;', we have d0¡ + g = g and also by the minimality of the resolution, d/: + g > dj_Xi, + g for all i, j and suitable /'. Thus, if we prove that d" -1,• + g = g + n ~~ 1 f°r every /', then we get d¡¡ = j for every / and / as required. Now, as in the above remark, we have dn_Xi + g = vm(a¡) + n for some a¡ g y(R); hence we need only prove that for an element a ^ y(R), a # 0, we have vnAa) = g ~ 1-But if a = 3c g /?, then xi/ and xnç/ç ng; hence x g ng_1 and a g m*-1. On the other hand, if a g mg, then x g ng + / = ng, so xn £ / n n s+ ' = In, which contradicts the assumption that R has a strong socle.
Finally, let / be an ideal with h.d. / = 1. As in §3 we fix a minimal free resolution of/, 0 -> Ar ^Ar+1 -»/-»0, and we define FpAr+1 = (&.npe¡. This is the only special filtration on Ar+1 such that / is a morphism of filtered modules; moreover, / is a strict morphism.
(4.17). // h.d. 7=1, the following conditions are equivalent: (1) R has a t-strong socle, and I is of homogeneous type. (2) g is strict with respect to a special filtration ¿FpAr = ®.np~a,ei, where a¡ < / for every i.
Proof. If / is of homogeneous type, then, by Theorem (3.1), there exist positive integers ax,...,ar such that g is a strict morphism with respect to the filtration given by FpAr = © np~a'ei. Let us suppose by contradiction that ai > t for some ;; since e, g FaAr, we have g(e¡) g J^/4r+1 = n"-Ar+1 £ n'+1Ar+1. This means that g is not /-good, a contradiction to the fact that R has a /-strong socle.
Conversely, if g(a) g n'+1Ar = F, + xAr+1, then a(=Fl+xAr= 0n'+1-"'e,£ nAr;
this proves that g is /-good; hence R has a /-strong socle. The conclusion follows since, if (2) holds, then / is of homogeneous type. Let M be the matrix associated to the map g with respect to the canonical bases; if M = (a¡j), we let M2 = (a,7), where 5,7 G n/n2. Proof. If we let FpAr -np'1Ar, then it is clear that g is a morphism of filtered modules and M2 is the matrix associated to gr(g). Also / has a linear resolution if and only if gr(g) is injective or, which is the same, rank M2 = r. This proves that (2) and (3) are equivalent, while (1) and (2) a regular sequence in the case r = 2) and u, = vn(f¡) for i' = 2,..., r, then, after repeating this procedure d times, we get the conclusion by Corollary (4.7).
Corollary
Thus, let us first assume that fx,...,fr is a super-regular sequence. We have depth grn(R) = d > 0.
Hence, we can find an element ^enjín2 such that y* is grn(/?)-regular. We claim that x = y + I is a nice regular element in R, or, which is the same, that y* is grn(/)-regular. This is trivial if r = 1, since, in that case, gr,,(/) = P; if r > 1, we assume vx -v2 = • • • = vk > vk + x > • • • > vr and let / = (fk + x,..-,fr).
Then, as in the proof of Theorem (3.6), we have grr,(7) = grn(/) © (/*//*); thus y* is (/*//*)-regular.
Hence the claim follows by induction on r, since clearly y* is also gr"( A/J)-regular. Now, since /f,..., /*, y* is a regular sequence in /, by using Theorem (2.2) in [9] , we get the conclusion if we prove that u, = &,,(/•) for every i. But if / G n", + 1 + (y), then /* g (y*), a contradiction.
Finally, let r = 2 and vx > v2; since depth grn(A) = d + 2, we can find an element y g n, y £ n2 such that y* and f2* are relatively prime in P and also y is a regular element modulo / (see the proof of Lemma (2.4)). Now it is clear that if v2 < vx, then gr"(/) = P © P/(/2*), while, if v2 = vx, grn(/) = P2/H, where H is the cyclic /-module generated by (f2*, -/*). In any case it is easy to check that y* is gr"(/)-regular. Also if f2 G n"2+1 + (y), then f2* G (y*), a contradiction. This shows that vn(f2) = v2, and, as previously observed, the theorem follows. Proof. Since / is of homogeneous type, we have depth grn(/) = d + 1. Now it is clear that if x = y + I is a nice regular element in R and (F., d) is a minimal free resolution of /, then (F/yF, d) is a minimal free resolution of I = I + (y)/(y). Let F be the special filtration on F such that gr^(F) is the minimal P-free resolution of grn(/); since y* is P-regular and also grn(/)-regular, we get that gi^)/y* gr^F) is the minimal P/y*P-free resolution of grtl(I)/y* gr"(Z). But gr^(F)/y* gr^iF) = gr^íF/vF) and grn(I)/y*grn(I) = gr"(//y/) = grn(7). Hence, 7 has a linear resolution, and the conclusion follows by Corollary (4.14). 
